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Abstract. This paper presents a novel molion decoupling and regislration 
method for 3D MR myocardial perfusion imaging. The technique uses tissue 
tagging for prospective through-plane motion correction of the left ventricle 
during 3D multi-slice image acquisition. The remaining in-plane distortion of 
the heart due to respiration was corrected by using a multi-resolution 2D free- 
form image registration method. Partial least square regression was adopted to 
recover the intrinsic relationship between respiration and cardiac deformation, 
both to speed up the regislration process and to improve its internal consistency. 
Factor analysis is Lhen applied LO extract tracer characteristics of different 
regions of the myocardium. Both simulation data and in 19ivo images acquired 
from 8 normal subjects and 8 palients wilh coronary disease were used to 
validate the proposed techniques. 

1. Introduction 

Myocardial perfusion imaging is a valuable method in the evaluation of coronary 
artery disease. The technique is conlinonly performed in conjunction with coronary 
stress under coronary pharmacological vasodilatation when coronary blood tlow is at 
its niaximunl. The technique provides several important haemodynaniic parameters, 
including blood flow, volun~e, and mean transit time (the average time it takes for a 
tracer molecule to pass througli the target tissue). The uptake of contrast agent within 
the myocardium is proportional to regional blood flow and the perfusion image series 
can be used to differentiate contrast agent uptake in regions of the nlyocardium 
supplied by nornial or stenotic coronary arteries. The imaging method may be used to 
detect and distinguish between many different aspects of coronary heart disease. This 
includes ischaemia, infarction, reperfusion, nlyocardial viability, and detecting scar 
tissue in chronically infarcted myocardium. Traditionally, at the level of epicardial 
coronary arteries, angiographic anatomy is con~n~only used to identify hydraulically 
significant stenosis. At the level of coronary arteries, X-ray video-densitonietry and 
electromagnetic and Doppler tlow meters may be used to assess perfusion. Coronary 
venous therniodilution methods provide some insights into global or regional 
perfusion. At the arteriolar/capillary level, X-ray videodensitometer, contrast 
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echocardiography and microspheres may be employed. At the myocyte level, 
radionuclide and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) methods can be used. 

The recent development of MR myocardial perfusion imaging has extended the role 
of cardiovascular MRI in the evaluation of iscliaemic heart disease beyond the 
situations where there have already been gross myocardial changes such as acute 
infarction or scarring. The ability to non-invasively evaluate cardiac perfusion 
abnormalities before pathologic effects occur, or as follow-up to therapy, is important 
to the management of patients with coronary artery disease. Early reperfusion of 
ischaemic myocardium has been shown to have a positive reversal effect on the 
ischaenlic nlyocardium, which reduces nlortality and morbidity. Differentiation of 
ischaemic but viable myocardium from infarcted regions requires detailed global 
quantitative assessment and modelling of myocardial perfusion characteristics. The 
prerequisite of such a study is the development of a spatially and temporally 
registered imaging strategy for a complete 3D coverage of the myocardium. 

Hitherto, the assessment of myocardial perfusion using MRI has been based on first 
pass techniques using fast gradient echo (turboFLASH) [l-41 or echo-planar (EPI) 
sequences [5-71. Quantitative results have been achieved in animal studies with 
intravascular agents (polylysine-Gd-DTPA)[8] as a lllacroinolecular blood pool 
marker. At the same time, semi-quantitative results have also been established in 
human with conventional extracellular agents (Gd-DTPA) [9-111. Either approach 
will have impact on detailed characterisation of tlie relationship between functional 
and perfusion abnormalities. Before comprehensive modelling can be achieved, 
however, it is necessary to address the imaging issues related to using MR for 
perfusion measurement. In 3D myocardial perfusion imaging, a complete volumetric 
data set has to be acquired for each cardiac cycle, and this can result in 150-300 such 
3D data sets for studying the first pass of the contrast bolus. To ensure a 
comprehensive coverage of the nlyocardium and reasonably high resolution of the 
images, a typical data acquisition window of 100-200 i n s  per slice, and thus the 
overall acquisition time of more than 600 nzs is required for each cardiac cycle to 
cover the entire volume of tlie left ventricle. When using multi-slice imaging, cardiac 
motion during this large acquisition window can cause the myocardium captured in 
different image planes to be mis-registered, i . ~ . ,  some parts of the nlyocardium may 
be imaged more than twice whereas other parts may be missed out completely. This 
type of mis-registration is difficult to correct by using post-processing techniques. 
With this study, we propose a novel motion decoupling technique based on motion 
tagging and real-time slice tracking. This resolves the movement of the myocardium 
along the long axis of the heart. A 2D free-form deformable model is then applied to 
correct for motion and deformation within image planes. By the use of motion 
decoupling, we turn the original four-dimensional problem (3D spatial + telllporal) 
into multiple three-dimensional (2D spatial + temporal) subsets, and making this 
otherwise difficult task much more manageable. 
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2. Material and Methods 

2.1 3D Motion Decoupling 

Prior to perfusion imaging, a tagging sequence is used to highlight the short axis 
through plane motion of the heart. This consists of a vertical long axis (VLA) and 
horizontal long axis (HLA) tagged cine sequence within a single heartbeat, with tlie 
tag lines cutting through the short axis of the left ventricle (LV). The tags within these 
two cines are tracked throughout the cardiac cycle and a plane is fitted with least- 
mean-squares errors to the HLA and VLA short axis tag locations. The exact 
orientation of particular short axis planes within the nlyocardiunl is now known. 
Following from this, a standard multi-slice perfusion sequence is applied, which 
autonlatically adjusts the location and orientation of the imaging plane according to 
different trigger delays. The method assumes that the rate and extent of contraction of 
the LV is consistent between the motion tagging scan and subsequent perfusion 
imaging. The above procedures ensure that the through plane motion of the heart is 
captured during imaging. The decoupled in-plane motion can then be corrected for by 
using free-form 2D image registration techniques. 

2.2 Free-Form Image Registration 

The registration technique was adapted from our previous work on 2D electrophoresis 
image analysis [12]. It is a rapid multi-resolution free-form registration method based 
on a localized cross-correlation measure, as defined in Equation (1). 

where T is the applied deformation and L? the overlapping pixels in tlie intersection 
region of the reference (I,) and the transformed image (I2). A linear tensor product B- 
spline as defined in Equation (2) was subsequently used as the transformation matrix 
as it enables adaptive automatic subdivision of the control grids when increasing the 
resolution, i.e. 

where p,, ( 1 4 ~ 1 1 )  is the coefficient applied to point 7 i ( 7 ~ ,  v), and F,, is tlie coordinate of 

control points surrounding &l,v) .  The use of Equation ( I )  allows a close-form 

derivation of tlie derivatives of the similarity function such that quasi-Newton 
optimization techniques can be effectively used. The BFGS algoritlim was used in this 
study to determine the optimum deformation vector of each grid control point with the 
following updating equations 
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where H ,  is tlie estimated Hessian matrix, andof(,,) is the vector of partial 

derivative of the function with respect to each parameter of T, dictated by the grid 
control points. In this study, the reference iniage was chosen to be at the end of tlie 
image series as all cardiac structures were clearly identifiable. Each iniage of tlie 
perfusion sequence was then registered to the reference image with a final grid 
resolution of 1 OX I 0. 

2.3 Self-adaptive Learning and Prediction with Partial Least Squares Regression 

After 3D motion decoupling with prospective slice tracking, tlie residual in-plane 
myocardial deformation is restricted to those caused by respiration. It is possible to 
exploit subject-specific near-linear relationships between respiration and cardiac 
deforniation to increase the internal consistency of the registration process or to use 
tlie pattern of respiration as a prediction of nlyocardial deforniation. To this end, tlie 
user is required to identify regions on one perfusion image, either through tlie chest or 
the diaphragm, where respiratory induced cyclic motion could be retrospectively 
recovered. The signals from these regions formed navigator traces and a partial least 
squares regression (PLSR) algorithm was used to recover the pattern of respiratory 
motion and the associated myocardial deformation extracted by the above free-form 
image registration process. 

Let X and Y denote the respiratory motion and free-form deformation, respectively. 
The intrinsic relationship can be expressed as 

where C is tlie coefficient matrix, and E represents noise and higher order terms. In 
PLSR, both the input X and output Y are used for extracting the factors in forming the 
coefficient matrix C. To do so, X and Y are decomposed as 

In Equation (5), T is the factor score matrix, P the factor loading matrix, Q the 
coefficient loading matrix, El and Ez represent, respectively, parts of X and Y that are 
unaccounted for. The latent vectors are the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix 
(X'Y)'(X'Y), through which a weighting matrix W can be computed iteratively such 
that T=XW. Once P, Q and W are found, the regression matrix in equation (4) can be 
determined as C=WQ [13]. In the current study, we used 30% of tlie image frames 
located at tlie end of the perfusion sequence for learning and extracting tlie regression 
matrix C using the first 4 principal components of the covariance matrix. Deformation 
fields for the remaining images were derived from the PLSR prediction. 
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2.4 Extraction of Regional Perfusion Abnormality with Factor Analysis 

For tlie quantification of regional perfusion abnormality, both model-based and 
modeless approaches can be used. For the model-based approaches, tracer kinetics is 
con~monly assunled to follow a Fermi function [14]. By using the intensity variation 
measured from the LV blood pool as the input signal, deconvolution is required to 
recover the impulse response of different regions of the myocardium. In practice, tlie 
signal from the LV blood pool may be significantly attenuated at peak aniplitude due 
to the relatively high concentration of the Gd-DTPA used. In this case, the model 
based approach can introduce significant enors. Furtherniore, the use of a single 
model for representing both normal and infracted regions requires further 
justification. In this study, factor analysis for dynamic image series was used to 
determine regional perfusion abnormalities. 

Factor analysis is a valuable tool for extracting underlying characteristics of a region 
of interest (ROI) with different tissue types from dynamic image series without prior 
assumptions about tissue models. An image sequence S can be represented as the sum 
of K underlying images (spatial distribution) L I ~ ,  each weighted by their factors 

(temporal distribution),fi, as follows [ I  5- 161, 

i = I  

wliere e(p,t) is the residual error and K ic the number of factors kept, usually is equal 
to the number of different tissue kinetics within the ROI. By neglecting the error term, 
the above expression can be turned into a matrix form 

wliere S is a MxN matrix, U the MxK orthonormal column matrix composed of the 
first K principal kinetic curves, V tlie KxN orthonornial row matrix composed of K 
principal component images, the KxK diagonal matrix of the K roots of eigenvalue, 
M and N are the number of image frames and total number of pixels within the ROI, 
respectively. Since there is no unique solution to the above equation, additional 
constrains are necessary. Among them, tlie positive constraint is tlie most commonly 
adopted one. It is based on the fact that there are no negative values in the actual 
images and the corresponding time curves, i.p., factors. This can be implemented by 
iterative oblique rotations of the factors and the corresponding factor images. 

2.5 Validation and in vivo Data Acquisition 

To assess the accuracy of the proposed techniques, both nunlerical sinlulation and iiz 
viva data sets were used. For the synthetic dataset, the signal characteristics were 
generated based on an idealised nlyocardial first-pass perfusion model and a typical 
respiration pattern derived from normal subjects. The model includes two artificial 
defects in different parts of the myocardiunl, and this dataset is used to evaluate the 
proposed 2D free form registration, self-adaptive learning and prediction with PLSR, 
and perfusion characterisation based on factor analysis. Ziz viiw results were acquired 
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from both nornlal volunteers and patients with known coronary artery disease. These 
images were obtained using a 1 S T  Siemens Sonata scanner (200 T/vz/s; 40 nzT/nz) 
with a four-element phased-array receiver coil. For 3D tracking, tlie HLA and VLA 
tagged cine images were obtained in the same 16-cycle end-expiratory breatll-hold, 
using segmented FLASH imaging. In each cardiac cycle, a multiplanar ("comb") 
saturation pulse was applied after the R-wave to tag the nlyocardium parallel to the 
short axis of the heart. The first-pass perfusion data was acquired from 8 patients with 
a FLASH sequence (Tr=3.7 nzs) that consists of three saturation-recovery short-axis 
slices per cardiac cycle, for 50 cycles during the first-pass of Gd-DTPA (cubital vein, 
0.1 nznzol/kg, 3 nzlLs) with a field of view of 400 inin (128 pixels) by 300 nlnl (64 
pixels). 

In addition to these, a special test pulse sequence was developed to examine the 
accuracy of the proposed prospective tracking method for 3D motion decoupling. The 
sequence used the same tagging pre-pulse as before, but the imaging part of the 
sequence was altered such that it imaged the same basal plane three times at 156 nzs 
intervals. When slice tracking was enabled, the acquired images would always be in 
alignment with the tagging plane, and therefore the signal fronl the nlyocardiunl 
would be nullified. Otherwise, the acquired images would cover different parts of the 
myocardium, and therefore had an uneven intensity distribution. For the purpose of 
visualization, these images were subtracted from their counter parts without the use of 
the tagging pre-pulse. In this case, the intensity distribution of the nlyocardium would 
be uniformly bright if slice tracking had been accurate. Three normal subjects were 
studied for this purpose. A further study of five normal volunteers was carried out for 
3D motion decoupling with a normal perfusion sequence but without the 
administration of Gd-DTPA bolus. 

3. Results 

Figure 1 illustrates one exanlple of the slice tracking process for motion decoupling 
on one of the normal subjects studied. The first and second rows show the VLA and 
HLA images of the heart at three different phases of the cardiac cycle. The darker and 
brighter pilot grids illustrate the imaging planes in which the myocardium would be 
covered with and without motion tracking, respectively. The resultant short axis 
images acquired by the special test pulse sequence are shown at the two bottom rows. 
Without tracking, the acquired images covered different parts of tlie myocardium as 
indicated by both intra and inter-phase signal variations of the myocardiunl. By the 
use of effective slice tracking, the same part of the nlyocardiunl was always covered 
by the same image plane, resulting in a consistent intensity distribution within the 
myocardium. For the three subjects verified, the percentage clianges in signal 
intensity varied from -59% to 74% (absolute meankstd = 45k9.8%) without tracking, 
and -9% to 22% (absolute meankstd = 9+3.9%) with tracking. For 3D motion 
decoupling based on the normal perfusion sequence, areas of tlie myocardium of the 
LV were measured for tlie five normal subjects studied. The three short axis slices 
were taken within the same cardiac cycle, with the most apical slice acquired first and 
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the most basal slice last. The bar chart shown in Figure 2 indicates the absolute 
differences of measured regional errors in mm2 without motion tracking. 

VLA 

Phase I Phase 2 Phase 3 

Fig 1. A schematic illustration of the basic procedures used for prospective tracking of through 
plane cardiac motion. Cine myocardial tagging is performed on both the VLA and HLA of the 
LV from which the positions of the tracking planes are derived. The two bottom rows 
demonstrate the effectiveness of slice tracking by using a special test pulse sequence. Signals 
form the myocardium should remain uniform if the imaging planes are accurately tracked over 
time. 

Lower Mid Ventricular Upper Mid Ventricular 

Fig 2. The amount of motion involved for the apical, lower and upper mid-ventricular slices 
measured from five normal subjects by using the short-axis area change as an indicator. 
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Figure 3 demonstrates the effectiveness of image registration by using the predicted 
myocardial deformation based on adaptive self-learning with PLSR. It shows an 
example of the effect of the registration on the resulting time series curves with the 
deformation grid superimposed onto the original perfusion images. For the 8 patients 
studied, four perfusion signal time curves were measured at the Anterior, Posterior, 
Septal, and Lateral Segments for each perfusion sequence. Spline curve fitting was 
applied to each of these curves and the mean dispersion was used as an objective 
measure of the accuracy of the registration method. With the simulation data set, the 
mean dispersion is reduced to about 85% of its original value by using the free-form 
registration procedure. With PLSR training, this error is further reduced (77%) while 
the actual computation time is halved. For the 8 patient data sets analyzed, the mean 
dispersion was reduced to 81% and 68%, respectively, by using the free-form 
registration method and the PLSR approach. 

. . - 
m 

Diaphragm motion 

Fig 3. The layout of the control grid used for correcting free-form in-plan deformation due to 
respiration, (a) reference, and (b) target image with superimposed deformation field. The effect 
of motion correction with PLSR is shown in (c) where signal dispersion in relation to the spline 
fitted curve is used as a measure of the accuracy of the registration process. The example 
perfusion curves were measured at the Septal Segment for one of the patients studied. 

Figure 4 shows 8 time frames of the synthetic perfusion images with a lateral sub- 
endocardia1 defect and another posterior transmural defect. The first three factor 
images of the perfusion sequence clearly indicate different tracer kinetic behaviours 
of the myocardium and the exact locations of the defects. 
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Fig 4. (a) Eight image frames from a synthetic perfusion sequence showing both sub- 
endocardial and transmural perfusion defects. (b) The derived factor images show different 
tracer characteristics of the myocardium and the locations of the defects (dl and d2, pointed by 
the arrows). 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 

Magnetic resonance myocardial perfusion imaging is a promising method in the 
evaluation of coronary artery disease. Existing techniques for first-pass myocardial 
perfusion imaging analysis normally involve either single or multiple un-registered 
imaging planes based on manual delineation of ROIs at different regions of the 
myocardium. In-plane deformation can be restored to some extent by the labor- 
intensive manual correction process, albeit being error prone. The through plane 
cardiac motion due to extended imaging time involved in 3D perfusion imaging, 
however, is not recoverable by post-processing. The use of 3D motion decoupling 
effectively resolves this problem. It ensures the material captured by each imaging 
plane always covers the same part of the myocardium. The use of 2D free-form image 
registration removes any in-plane distortion and makes subsequent perfusion 
quantification fully automatic. Another major innovation of the current study is the 
use of PLSR for self-adaptive learning of subject-specific cardiac motion induced by 
respiratory motion. It has been shown that it not only substantially reduces the 
number of imaging frames to be registered but also makes the motion correction 
results much more consistent. Quantification is of significant importance in 
myocardial perf'usion imaging as it allows the evaluation of further aspects of 
perfusion such as myocardial viability. Currently, there is very little evidence of the 
reproducibility of results. This paper presents a practical way of obtaining 3D 
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registered perfusion sequence that are essential for further quantitative modelling of 
regional perfusion abnormalities. 
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